
Home Learning Week beginning 27th April 

Dear Parents and Children,

I hope you are all OK and have been enjoying the nice weather. Thank you for sending 
me photos of your work and all the other fun things you have been doing. It’s been 
lovely to see. I have been out with Basil quite a lot and finding lots of new walks to do. 
It has been lovey seeing some of you out with your families.

This week in Maths we are revising counting in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s.

Monday

Practise counting forwards and backwards in 2’s. Write out numbers counting in 2’s with 
some numbers missing (i.e 12, 14, ___, 18, 20 and 22, 20, 18, 16 ____, 12 ) Can you find 
the missing number? 

Complete Activity Book 1C page 14 and Ewe 2’s.

We have looked at arrays before, and discussed how this makes it easier for us to 
count. Look at the two powerpoint slides, and help your child to draw the pictures out in 
an array (

 ) and then count in 2’s to find the total. Repeat with slide 2. 

Tuesday

Recap on arrays, and complete Activity Book 1C page 15 and Pear Pairs.

Wednesday

Recap counting in 5’s forwards to 50. Colour in the numbers using red on the number 
square counting in steps of 5. Practise counting forwards and backwards. Using the 
number square ask Which number in the pattern comes after 10? Before 25? In 
between 10 and 20?
Now practise counting in 10’s forwards to 100. Colour these numbers on the number 
square in blue. Practice counting forwards and backwards. 
Complete Activity Book 1c page 16, and Hives and Tens. You can use the coloured 
number square to help.

Thursday

Count forwards and backwards in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s. Talk about how we used an array to 



make it easier for us to count objects. Using 10 counters ( or pieces of paper, 1p coins 

etc) make an array in 2’s and count in 2’s (  ) then turn it to show an array in 5’s ( 
) and count them in 5’s. Using 15 counter find out how you can arrange them into an 
array and then draw this on a piece of paper. Then complete Activity Book 1C page 17, 
and Counting on in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s.

Friday

To finish the week, please complete At the Market.

For those children that are very confident counting in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s and can relate 
this to multiplication, I have attached the Challenge cards for Word Problems. Please 
do not worry if your child is not ready for this, it is a big jump for them. 

In English we are continuing with our Talk for Writing story, Billy the Brave. We can 
now start to change (innovate) the beginning and some of the middle of the story.

Monday and Tuesday

In this story, there are 3 main parts. 1) Beginning: the main character begins a journey. 
He /she passes 3 different places. Middle: main character meets someone that needs 
help. Ending: Rescue! All is well again.

Work through the story map sent last week and discuss how you are going to change 
key parts of the story to make it your own. For example, instead of Billy the Brave you 
may want to change it to Samantha the Strong, or Peter the Powerful. Instead of a 
horse, he or she might be riding on a unicorn. Using post it notes or any small pieces of 
paper, stick these over the main pictures on the story map up to the middle part until 
they rescue a character from the tower. You will need to read through the story map 
with your child and change the characters in the final parts of the story to match your 
earlier changes. I have attached an example for you to see. I do always say to the 
children that I find drawing very tricky!! 

Wednesday

Practise retelling the story using the story map. Are you happy with it? If not make 
some changes. Next week we will be writing it up as a story. Please complete Phonics 
sheet 121.

Thursday 

Read through your story map with your changes to a member of your family. Complete 
Phonics sheet 122.



Friday

Please complete one of the comprehensions in your folder, and practice spelling some of 
the trickier common exception words on your sheet. For those of you that can spell the 
Year 1 words, learn to spell the days of the week correctly. 

Thank you again for working so hard. Hopefully I’ll see some of you next time I am out 
with Basil. 

Kind regards

Mrs Clifford 


